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Abstract Delay Tolerant Network (DTN) is an enlivening area to delve in owing to its

rudimentary characteristics like intermittent links, variable delays etc. and its physiog-

nomies of applications wherever traditional networks like sparse and emergency mobile

ad-hoc networks fails. These applications are aided extensively if the performance metrics

are recuperated. In this article a novel plot to increase the end to end bundle delivery ratio

by assimilating CREIDO bundles in chord overlay network. This periodic bundle invokes

the stabilize function of chord overlay protocol to make the overlay topology robust during

node join and exits. In this article, OverSim framework of OMNeT?? is used under

different mobility models to analyse the performance metrics of CREIDO bundles. Thus

the results obtained were encouraging and outsourced the existing protocol in aspects of

Bundle Delivery Ratio and throughput.
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1 Introduction

DTN descends from Inter Planetary internet [1]. DTN resemble Mobile Ad hoc Networks

(MANET) but contretemps in number of mobile nodes subjugated per unit area. The

rudimentary characteristics of DTN encompasses tolerating long delay and distance

communication in the dearth of centralized device [2]. It also stipulates end-to-end service

which endures intermittent connectivity, asymmetric and symmetric links and variable

delays. Bundle reaches the destination through the mobile nodes depending on other

mobile node that acts as relay in the presence of aforesaid challenges. This forwarding

strategy is known as Opportunistic routing [3, 4]. The DTN protocol includes the ability to

cope up with the environment, capability to handle scheduled and opportunistic connec-

tivity, custody transfer and security [5].

1.1 Overlay Networks

An overlay Network is the virtual topology on the physical topology which acts as an

interface to the users (see Fig. 1) [6]. These are the virtual networks which are logically

built on the top of the physical network by ordering the nodes structurally or without any

structure to enhance the data communication [7]. These have gained momentum in the

recent years as it overcomes several deployment barriers of the decentralized networks

such as multicasting, inter domain routing pathologies, content distribution and content

sharing. The hosts in the overlays multicasts exclusively deal with group management and

routing without seeking any help from other internet routers [8].

• An overlay allows both protocol developers and application users to design and

instigate their own protocols and the network environment on the internet.

• Overlay networks endow with data routing which are flexible, speedily detectable and

eludes congestion in networks by opting the paths adaptively according to the desired

and required metrics such as probed latency.

• Scalability and Robustness are the two main features which are highly supported by

overlays. The end nodes are highly connected due to bendable routing. This high

connectivity of end nodes facilitates effectual sharing of huge amount of data spread

across the internet.

1.2 Structured Overlay Networks

Structured Overlay Networks uses some form of NodeID’s to construct a structure through

arrangement of nodes and this structural arrangement in the overlay topology is the key

feature which enhances numerous services offered in overlays. The above discussed
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Fig. 1 CREIDO bundle specification
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concept is acknowledged as key based routing (KBR) [9]. Distributed Hash Tables (DHT)

[10] determines the responsibility of nodes which are dependent on their NodeID’s for data

storage. KBR and DHT depends on identifier range, with respect to a node’s own ID. With

the given distance metric [8], a node is responsible for locating an identifier if its NodeID is

closest to this identifier with respect to the given metric. Structured Overlay Networks

allows efficient implementation of DHT with O(log N) as lookup time where N is the

number of nodes in the overlays [8].

1.3 Chord Overlay Protocol

Chord is a ring like structure [11]. This is an overlay protocol that coordinates the nodes in

clockwise directed circle with respect to their 128 bit NodeID’s. The chord utilizes linear

distance as a metric for arrangement of nodes. NodeID for each node is computed by

hashing the corresponding IP address of that device [11]. Each node in chord ring has a

successor and a predecessor which are numerically contiguous in the identifier space [12].

Finger tables are preserved in the chord overlay protocol for the purpose of accelerating

lookups and routing [13]. In the chord overlay network, further connections to the nodes

are in logarithmic distance. When a message has to be sent to Node ID A, the message is

sent to the farthest finger with the preceding ID. The node where the finger points to is the

better node as it is closer to the destined node. With this procedure, Chord can deliver the

bundles in O(log N) steps, with N being the number of nodes in the overlay. For the adept

functioning of structured Overlay Networks, the nodes in the overlay should have random

distribution of Node ID’s [12, 14].

1.4 CREIDO Bundle

CREIDO bundle projected in this article is the periodic bundle that makes the architecture

of chord overlay protocol more robust and increases the reliability measure of reaching the

destined node. This is a periodic bundle which is sent by the nodes in the overlays to their

neighbors. This bundle invokes the stabilize function [15] instantly during node joins and

departures from the network without waiting for the periodic run of stabilize protocol.

Henceforth, the bundle delivery ratio will be improved.

2 Literature Review

Chord is a DHT based resource routing protocol [13, 16–18]. Using consistent hashing

technique, it allocates each node and resource an m-bit identifier. The resource and nodes

are orchestrated to a logical ring known as chord ring. There are two problems in the

prevailing chord overlay protocols as stated by authors in [19, 20], One is the redundant

information present in the finger table of each node. Second is use of consistent hashing

technique to build the chord ring due to which the logical and physical address may vary

greatly making the lookup a high stint phenomenon [19, 20]. Researchers have devised

some methods to overcome the above stated conundrums so that the performance of the

chord overlay protocol is recuperated. In [20], researchers have devised an algorithm to

remove redundant information in the finger table with the addition of counter clockwise

node information holding good record in time and space complexity. In [21], authors have

devised a bilateral chord that can also act in counter clockwise direction. This improves the
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performance but occupies more space. The high chord search algorithm improves the

distribution of routing table pointer density but this method has to maintain more routing

tables [21].

The method of self-stabilization is proposed by Dijkstra [22] in the field of distributed

computing. In [24], authors suggest that self-stabilization is the general approach to

improve fault tolerance in overlay and p2p networks. With the imminent p2p and overlay

protocols, this method of self-stabilization is experimented for the upcoming dynamic p2p

and overlay protocols leading to a self-stabilizing p2p network maintenance algorithm that

supports logarithmic updates and searches known as Tiara [23]. In [23], authors theoret-

ically presents chord as the possible extension of Tiara to a ring structure but it is not

elaborated and experimented. In [25], authors present 3nuts, a self-stabilizing p2p network

supporting large range queries and acclimating to the underlying physical network. This

protocol combines random networks, prefix trees and DHTs. This protocol measures

Round Trip Delay to adapt overlay to the underlay networks. But the major setback is

higher degree robustness is not possible in case of highly skewed data distribution.

In [26], authors described a technique called linearization to transmute any capriciously

connected network into a sorted list. But, the method of self-stabilization is not introduced

in [26]. The extension of this technique is presented in [27] as linearized De Bruijn

network by solidifying the shortfall of [26] by the discretization of a continuous variant of

the classical De Bruijn. This tries to be fault tolerant by maintaining a constant node

degree. The major shortfall of [27] is the higher time complexity. Re-chord [28] which uses

linearization technique and local information uprights any fallacious but weakly connected

graphs into the state of Chord. The Re-chord has the ability of self-stabilizing but it is

prone to strong churn [28]. Ca–Re-Chord [28] is the extension of the Re-chord that is

capable of handling churn conditions well than the Re-chord. Even though this method is

resistant to high churn rates, it is experimentally verified that the amount of successful

lookups is low than the traditional chord as the number of hops to reach the destination

increases with the increase in churn. HP-Chord [29] describes a way to improve routing

efficiency by exploiting the bandwidth heterogeneity of nodes and the proximity of the

underlying nodes. The main idea here is the creation of virtual nodes. If a new node joins

the network, virtual nodes are created along with the new node. Even though this method

improves the routing efficiency, the space complexity for holding the virtual nodes is an

additional burden. Also, the routing process will be sufficiently complicated leading to a

maximum usage of the processor and faster exhaustion of battery powered nodes as there

are at least one virtual node for a node based on its bandwidth.

In this article, we propose a periodic bundle termed as CREIDO bundle to find the nodes

joining and leaving the network in order to evoke stabilize function. The proposed

scheme is tested over different periodicity intervals and results were obtained to evaluate

its robustness in an typical delay tolerant network based simulator.

3 Chord Overlay Protocol

Chord is ring like structured overlay protocol based on consistent hashing and provides

efficient lookup service. It inimitably maps the identifier space to the set of nodes. The host

or a process identified by an IP address and a port number is called a node. Each node

possess a unique identifier [30]. When a node is identified by the smallest identifier greater

than ‘A’, this node is known as the successor of ‘A’. Chord is the powerful lookup service
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as it make use of an additional layer that translates high level names into chord identifier

[31]. Chord uses consistent hashing [14] to map nodes in a circular identifier space. All

nodes maintains a routing table with m entries called finger table to implement the suc-

cessor function [15]. The information about the other nodes are stored in this system. Each

entry in the finger table contains node identifier, network address. The kth entry in the

finger table of the node K is the smallest node r that is greater than r ? 2(k-1). Node S is

also termed as order-k successor of node s. There are m unique entries in the finger table.

The finger table is in terms of ‘m’ identifier intervals corresponding to m entries in the

table. The order of k interval of a node r is defined as r ? 2k-1 mod m, r ? 2k mod 2m [8].

The present structure of chord overlay protocol eludes the following problems:

Load Balance The chord overlay protocol spreads the keys evenly over the nodes which

provide a natural degree of load balance and so, the chord acts as a distributed hash

function.

Decentralization Chord functions as a completely distributed system. No node in the

network enjoys priority over the other nodes. Each node has its importance in the network.

This perks up the robustness and makes the chord appropriate for loosely organized peer-

to-peer applications.

Scalability No parameter tuning is required to achieve scaling as the chord lookup grows

as the log of number of nodes. Thus the above enables the systems having large number of

nodes are also scalable.

Availability The chord protocol is lithe enough to accommodate modifications in the

finger table caused by joining of new nodes or failure of existing nodes and sometimes due

to major failure in the underlying network. The node responsible for key is found at any

worst circumstances. This protocol operates even in the vibrant scenarios.

Flexible Naming There is no constraint on the structure of the keys it looks up the chord

key-space is flat and provides large amount of flexibility on how they map their own names

to the chord keys.

The chord software is linked with client and server application that uses it. This

application intermingle with the chord in two ways. Firstly, it provides the lookup algo-

rithm that returns IP address of the node pertaining to the respective key. Secondly,

includes intimation of change in the set of keys for a respective node by the chord software

[11]. The mirroring systems balance the load across all the systems, replicate, cache the

data and ensure authenticity. Such a system should be fully decentralized to accomplish

reliability as there is lack of central authority [11].

3.1 Evaluation of Successor Node

Each node maintains m entries in the finger table where N = 2m and N is the number of

identifiers. This represents a significant hashing which requires each node to track almost

all the other nodes. Each node contains only the subset of the nodes, evaluating the

successor function requires the communication between the nodes at each step of the

protocol. The search for the node moves progressively closer to identify it at each step [32].

A search for the node ‘f’ at node ‘r’ begins by determining whether ‘f’ is the immediate

successor of ‘r’. If So, The search is terminated. Otherwise, ‘r’ forwards the search request

to the largest node in the finger table that precedes ‘f’. This search procedure is repeated by
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‘r’ until the search terminates. This algorithm is implemented iteratively. In each iterative

implementation, the initiating node is responsible for making request for finger table at

each stage of the protocol using stabilize function. Iterative approach is easier to imple-

ment and relies less on intermediate nodes while the recursive approach leans more

towards the server selection and caching. When a new node joins the finger table, it must

initiate its finger table and also the other existing nodes must update their finger table to

reflect the existence of ‘r’. Now, If the system is in a stable state, a new node ‘r’ uses

stabilize function and initializes its finger table by querying an existing node for the

respective successors of the lower end-points of the ‘k’ intervals in the r’s table [33].

3.2 Distributed Hash Service

Chord is not a storage system, it defines the relationship between the nodes and the keys

rather than with values. For the fruitful and competent implementation of this relationship

between the nodes and the keys a distributed hash table (DHASH) is used. An entry can be

added to DHASH using DHASH::insert by hashing the NodeId to produce a 160 bit chord

identifier ‘k’, and storing the value at the successor of ‘k’. A DHASH::lookup request is

handled analogously and key is hashed to form ‘k’ and the successor of ‘k’ is queried for

the value associated with the key [33]. An additional RPC interface is used for the transfer

of value to data from nodes which is separate from that exported by chord. When the nodes

join or leave the system, the successor node of a given key may change. DHASH tracks the

joining and leaving of the nodes. Using the call back interface provided by the chord to

maintain the in-variant whose values are stored at the successor of their associated keys.

Each time when the node joins or leaves the system, An additional cost of transferring O(1/

N) keys in the system is imposed by the DHASH layer [34].

4 Chord with Creido Bundles

In the traditional Chord Overlay Protocol, the chances of the bundle to reach the desti-

nation is very minimal because it is abstruse whether the bundle from source will reach

destined node or not. In this article, a periodic bundle called CREIDO is assimilated. This

is transferred between neighboring nodes, updating about the changes in the topology such

as new node joining the network and existing node leaving the network. This bundle is kept

small in size so as to reduce the bundle traffic and ensure that it does not create hindrance

to message bundle communication among the nodes. This light weighted periodic

CREIDO bundle is employed because the more weighted finger table cannot be flooded

continuously as this will comparatively increase the bundle traffic and leads to congestion

in the network.

To make the architecture robust, chord overlay protocol uses stabilize function peri-

odically to initiate and update finger table of the new and existing nodes respectively. Let

us assume that a new node joins immediately after the run of stabilize function. As stabilize

runs periodically, new node must wait until next run of stabilize to initiate its finger

table and to notify its neighbor. This new node cannot communicate until the next run of

stabilize. Similarly, a node departing from the overlay is not detected until the next run of

stabilize. This adds up to the decline in bundle delivery ratio. The proposed CREIDO

bundle is generated by every node and sent to its successors and predecessors periodically.

If a node joins, a new CREIDO bundle will be sent to its neighbors invoking the stabilize
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function. So, this new node can instantly initiate its finger table and notifies the neighbors.

If an existing node departs, the neighbors will stop receiving the CREIDO thus inferences

the departure of node. Stabilize function of chord overlay protocol is invoked again to

reconstruct the finger table. This periodicity parameter cannot be constant as the periodic

interval has to be adjusted according to the network scenario and environment as the same

parameter will not produce same results on every scenario. Also, it cannot be made as

constant parameter since DTN architecture faces many more challenges as mentioned

above in this article. The acknowledgements cannot be considered as the measure of

reliability in the DTN architecture as it has the characteristics of high and long disruptions

and delays respectively. So, the proposed technique is employed to improve bundle

delivery ratio.

The Bundle specification is as follows (see Fig. 1).

VERSION—Indicates the version of the protocol and notifies which version of IP

addressing is used.

When set to 0 indicates IP Version 4. When set to 1 indicates IP version 6.

FLAGS—This field indicates the change in topology.

When set to 0 no change in the topology.

When set to 1 change in topology.

SOURCE ID—This field holds the source chord ID.

SOURCE IP—This field holds the hashed destination IP.

DEST. ID—This field holds the destination chord ID.

DEST. IP—This field holds the destination IP address.

5 Simulation Setup

To simulate the proposed scheme of this paper, OverSim [35] a framework for OMNeT??

[36] a generic architecture, object oriented modular discrete event network simulator is

used.

5.1 Network Model

In this simulation model simulated area is a free space with nodes moving randomly

without a predefined path. Initially, the nodes are placed in such a way that all nodes are

connected in the network. Mobile nodes are connected through wireless links and said to be

in contact, if they fall within the specified transmission range of each other.

A contact of two nodes holds the following attributes,

Sender The node that contains messages that are to be routed to other node.

Receiver The node which is destined to receive the messages transmitted from sender

node.

Time The time at which the two nodes appear in the communication range of each other

and start exchanging the control packets.

Duration The time period during which the two nodes are in the communication range of

each other and are able to transfer messages. Each node has its own sufficient buffer to

store messages. Two attributes of a node’s buffer is Capacity and occupancy as defined

below.
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Capacity The maximum number of messages the buffer of node n can carry.

Occupancy The number of messages in the buffer of node n at the beginning of the

contact.

Each message m has three attributes namely Source, Destination and TTL.

Source The node that generated the message.

Destination The node to which the message should be delivered.

TTL Time To Live field is only used for drop the looping packets.

5.2 Performance Metrics

The metrics considered for the performance analysis of the proposed protocol are bundle

delivery ratio, average latency and Throughput, Control Bundle Overhead.

Bundle Delivery Ratio It is the ratio of number of data bundles delivered to the destined

node to the number of data bundles generated at the source node during the simulation time

BDR ¼
P

n2N P ðdvÞ
P

n2N P ðgnÞ

Here, N is the set of nodes in the network, n is the node that belongs to N, P(dv) is the

packet delivered at the destined node, P(gn) is the packet generated at the source node [37].

Throughput It is the fraction of channel capacity used in the total available channel.

Mathematically it is the ratio of amount of channel used to the total available amount of

channel.

AL ¼
P

n2N

P
p2DðnÞ C0

C

Control Bundle Overhead Control bundle overhead is the overhead which occurs due to

the CREIDO bundle transits that occurs when the network stabilizes after topology change.

5.3 Mobility Model

An important ramification of any wireless simulation is the mobility model. It becomes an

important because mobility increases the capacity of Ad hoc networks [38]. In this sim-

ulation three mobility models are used to study the performance of the proposed

scheme under different mobility caveats as mobility model plays an important role in

bundle delivery [37]. They are as follows.

Random Walk Mobility This Model was first construed mathematically by Einstein in

1926 [35]. This Mobility Model was developed to mimic this erratic movement [39]. In

this model, a node moves from its extant location to a new location by randomly choosing

a direction and speed of travel. Each node moves in the Random Walk Mobility Model

occurs in either a constant time interval t or a constant distance traveled d. If a node which

moves according to this model reaches a simulation boundary, it rebounds off the simu-

lation area border with predetermined angle determined by the incoming direction and

continues along a new path [39].
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Boundless Area Simulation Model This Mobility Model differs in handling the simu-

lation area. In all other models nodes bounces off or stop moving if they reach simulation

boundary. In the Boundless Simulation Area Mobility Model, mobile nodes that reach one

side of the simulation area continue traveling and reappear on the opposite side of the

simulation area [40].

Nomadic Community Mobility Model This model represents group of nodes that

collectively move from one point to another [40]. Here, nomadic nodes roam around a

given reference point choosing an entity model [41, 42]. If this reference point changes to a

new location, all nomadic nodes in the group travel to a new location defined by the

reference point and then starts roaming around the new reference point. The parameters for

this model define how far a node roam from the reference point [43].

5.4 Simulation Parameters

In this simulation performance analysis of CREIDO chord protocol over conventional

chord protocol is studied by varying the periodicity of CREIDO bundles for different

mobility models with performance metrics as described in Sect. 5.2. Table 1 (see Table 1)

describes the parameters for simulation model with periodicity of CREIDO set as 10 s,15 s

and 20 s with different mobility model mentioned in Sect. 5.3.

Table 1 Simulation Parameters

Parameter Value

Examined
protocol

CREIDO embedded Chord
Overlay Protocol

CREIDO embedded Chord
Overlay Protocol

CREIDO embedded Chord
Overlay Protocol

Transmission
range

150 m 150 m 150 m

Message
Bundle size

512 bytes 512 bytes 512 bytes

CREIDO
periodicity

20 s 15 s 10 s

No. Of Nodes 25 nodes 25 nodes 25 nodes

Area 5000 m * 5000 m 5000 m * 5000 m 5000 m * 5000 m

Simulation
time

1500 s 1500 s 1500 s

Propogation
Model

Free space Free space Free space

Movement
Model

Random Waypoint model,
Boundless area model &
Nomadic community
model

Random Waypoint model,
Boundless area model &
Nomadic community
model

Random Waypoint model,
Boundless area model &
Nomadic community
mode

Pause time 5 s 10 s 30 s

Maximum
speed

10 m/s 15 m/s 20 m/s

Reference
range for
nomadic
nodes

500 m 500 m 500 m
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6 Performance Analysis and Results

This simulation considers a sparse network with 25 nodes with discrete wireless links.

They communicate once they come under transmission range of each other. The impact of

packet delivery ratio of the proposed protocol while varying the CREIDO periodicity is

studied with different parameters as described in Sect. 5.4 with performance metrics

packet delivery ratio, Control Bundle overhead and throughput as defined in Sect. 5.2.

For nomadic community movement model, Random waypoint movement model is used

as the entity model. The nodes roam around the reference point up to 500 m.

Figure 2 depicts throughput while the CREIDO periodicity is set as 10 s. In RWP model

throughput is increased to 15 % in average. 16 % of average increase in BAS model and

12 % of average increase in NCMmodel are achieved. Figure 3 depicts the Bundle delivery

ratio while the CREIDO periodicity is set as 10 s. While Random waypoint (RWP) mobility

model shows an average 23 % of increase in delivery ratio, Boundless area simulation (BAS)

and Nomadic community (NCM)mobility models shows 19 and 18 % of average increase in

delivery ratio. Figure 4 depicts Control Bundle overhead when CREIDO bundles are

transmitted at a period of 10 s. Control overhead rate is averagely increased to 12, 13, 15 %

in RWP, BAS, NCM respectively. Even though increase in Control Bundle overhead is a

havoc, it is tolerable because average Control Bundle overhead is 25 % in an average.

Throughput obtained for the CREIDO periodicity set at 15 s are illustrated in Fig. 5. RWP

model has 13 % increased average where as BAS model pulls off 10 % increase in average

and NCM model accomplishes 12 % of average improvement. The throughput decreases

slightly when the transitions of CREIDO bundle dwindles due to comparative increase in

CREIDO periodicity. Bundle delivery ratio while the CREIDO periodicity is set as 15 s is

depicted in Fig. 6. While Randomwaypoint (RWP)mobility model delivers a 17 % increase

in delivery ratio, Boundless area simulation (BAS) and Nomadic community (NCM)

mobility models attains 19 and 14 % of average increase in delivery ratio respectively.

Figure 7 depicts control packet overhead when CREIDO bundles are transmitted at a

period of 15 s. Control overhead rate is averagely elevated to 11, 11.9, 12.3 % in RWP,

BAS, NCM respectively. Control Bundle overhead decreases significantly as the CREIDO

periodicity increases. Figure 8 depicts throughput while the CREIDO periodicity is set as

20 s. In RWP model throughput is increased to 12 % in average. 9.90 % of average

Fig. 2 Comparison of
Throughput—10 s
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Fig. 3 Comparison of bundle
delivery ratio—10 s

Fig. 4 Comparison of control
bundle overhead—10 s

Fig. 5 Comparison of
throughput—15 s
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Fig. 6 Comparison of bundle
deli- very ratio—15 s

Fig. 7 Comparison of control
bundle overhead—15 s

Fig. 8 Comparison of
throughput—20 s
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increase in BAS model and 10 % of average increase in NCM model. The throughput

slightly decreases as the number of transitions of CREIDO bundle is decreased due to

comparative increase in CREIDO periodicity. Figure 9 depicts the Bundle delivery ratio

while the CREIDO periodicity is set as 20 s. While Random waypoint (RWP) mobility

model shows an average 14 % of increase in delivery ratio, Boundless area simulation

(BAS) and Nomadic community (NCM) mobility models shows 12 and 11.5 % of average

increase in delivery ratio. Figure 10 depicts control bundle overhead when CREIDO

bundles are transited at a period of 20 s. Control overhead rate is averagely increased to 7,

9.97, 12 % in RWP, BAS, NCM respectively. Control Bundle overhead decreases com-

paratively because of the increase in CREIDO periodicity.

7 Conclusion

In this article periodic CREIDO bundles were introduced over the standard chord overlay

protocol to improve the bundle delivery ratio in DTN. The extensive simulations were

carried out with the aid of Oversim [21], a framework for overlay simulations on

Fig. 9 Comparison of bundle
delivery ratio—20 ms

Fig. 10 Comparison of control
bundle overhead 20 s
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Omnet?? [22] and quiet interesting results were obtained. The CREIDO based routing

outscores the standard protocol when exposed to different types of movement models with

reference to the metrics such as Bundle delivery ratio and throughput. An average of 15 %

improvement has been accomplished in Bundle delivery ratio and throughput. The future

expansion will be focussed on how does the CREIDO based scheme mitigates different

attack scenarios which may rise in Delay tolerant networks.
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